Mane Australia
There is no guaranteed cure for hair loss, but with Mane you can have instantly thicker, natural looking
hair in seconds; without the need for expensive clinical treatments, drugs or painful transplant surgery.

Applying Mane
A Step By Step Guide

Step 1:

Step 4:

Shampoo hair, using a good
conditioner and completely
dry hair.

When the thickener has
completely dried, seal the area
with Mane Seal & Control and
allow to dry. Repeat the
process for each area being
thickened.

Step 2:

Step 5:

Using a wide toothed brush or
comb, brush the hair. Select
the area to be thickened and
brush upwards, holding in
position.

Once the hair is completely
dry, style as desired. Feel free
to brush your hair or use your
usual styling products.

Step 3:

Step 6:

Shake can well. Spray the
thickener across the base of
the thinning hair (not directly
onto scalp) until sufficient
coverage is achieved. Allow
to dry for a minute.

Finally, apply a light spray of
Mane Seal & Control and allow
to dry.
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General Tips
Follow the application instructions
For best results, always follow the application instructions. Mane Hair Thickener should be sprayed from
a distance of approximately 30cm (12 inches), this will help achieve consistent coverage.
Can blockages
Like all aerosols, Mane is propelled through the nozzle by compressed gas. To avoid clogging the nozzle,
avoid only depressing the nozzle halfway. Should the can nozzle become clogged, try holding the can
upside down and spraying for a few seconds. This will send gas through the nozzle to clear it. Should this
fail, try removing the nozzle and soaking it in warm water. In the unlikely event that you still experience
problems, contact us at Info@ManeAustralia.com and we will send you a replacement.

General Questions
What is Mane?
Mane is a micro-fine cosmetic powder for making fine or thinning hair look thicker. It instantly increases
the apparent thickness and density of the hair, so creating a natural finish. Mane dramatically adds
texture and volume to any kind of hair, Mane is the original and most effective product of its kind.
How do I use it?
Mane must be applied when the hair is clean and dry and should be sprayed through the hair roots. It is
not necessary to over spray the hair lengths, after applying your hair will look fuller, often completely
removing any noticeable bald or thinning areas.
How often should I wash my hair?
For best results you should shampoo your hair every one to two days to increase the effectiveness of
the product and maintain clean, healthy hair.
How long should a can last?
This may vary from person to person depending on their requirements with an average of 120-150
applications per can of Mane Thickener.
Can you use other products with Mane?
Yes. Mane is all organic so you can use any products you like. It is recommended by doctors and is
compatible for use with other hair loss medication and styling products.
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When do you apply Mane if you use a styling gel or similar product?
The best way to use the Mane is to use it on clean hair.
1. Shampoo hair and dry completely.
2. Spray thickener across the base of the thinning hair until sufficient coverage is achieved.
3. Let the thickener dry, then apply the Mane Sealer and Control and let it dry again.
Now you can style your hair with any other product like styling gel, moose, wax etc. See “Using Mane”
for full directions.
What does Mane Seal & Control do?
Mane Seal & Control has been specially formulated to be used after applying the Mane Hair Thickening
Spray, to hold and seal the Thickener in place to give your hair that fuller natural look. It also protects
Mane from rubbing off or running in the wet.
Can Mane be used to cover my white growing hair?
Yes, Mane is perfect to cover white hair, simply shake the can well and spray on to the white growing
roots, (with scalp protection).
If I have brown hair with subtle blonde highlights, is Mane for me?
Yes, apply Mane (matching your roots colour) on to the roots of your thinning area and brush your hair
with a wide comb, it will perfectly blend with your hair and will preserve your subtle highlights.

Common Concerns
Will Mane run in the wet?
Once Mane Hair Thickener is sealed with Mane Seal and Control, it is water, rain, wind and perspiration
proof. We do recommend however, that wet hair is allowed to dry slightly before any rigorous towel
drying takes place.
Will Mane rub-off on my hand or pillow?
Once it is sealed with Mane Seal and Control, Mane should not rub off within reasonable treatment. If
you do notice Mane coming off at all, you are probably using too much Hair Thickener or not enough
Seal and Control.
How do I wash Mane out?
Mane can be washed out using normal shampoo and warm water. Simply give your hair a thorough
shampoo and rinse as normal. Once the hair is completely dry, the product can be re-applied.
Can Mane harm my scalp?
Mane will not harm your hair, scalp or impede normal hair growth. It is a non-allergenic product, the
ingredients of which have been tested and used in many cosmetic and skin applications such as lipsticks
and eye make-up. Mane has been widely used for over thirty years in the entertainment industry and by
many thousands of the general public without any negative side effects.
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Ordering Mane
How can I obtain your product?
Mane can be ordered online through www.ManeAustralia.com. Simply click on “Buy online” and
complete the online form.
How is my order processed and delivered?
Once your order is completed online, your payment will be processed. Once electronic payment is
approved, your order will be dispatched, usually within 24 hours. All orders are dispatched via Australia
Post and are sent in discreet packaging.
What if I have an issue with my order?
If you have any questions relating to an order, please email us at orders@maneaustralia.com and we
will be in touch within 24 hours regarding your query.

----- End -----
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